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In this day and age it seems that photography is more common than it ever has been before. It's

also easier and easier to manipulate an image to let it become the type of picture that you had

envisioned. There are phone applications, software, and Photoshop all at the ready to help you

bring your pictures to life! But what if I told you that there is a way to make your pictures stand the

test of time and be even more captivating? Even if you digitally alter things, there are a couple of

fundamental rules you can follow to improve your photography significantly over the course of seven

days or less! This audiobook is here to help you figure out exactly what you can be doing to take

your photography to the next level. You will be able to go from snapshots to candid, heartfelt photos

in under a week! It is truly amazing where technology has brought us, and the art of digital

photography is arguably at its peak. With the guidelines presented in this audiobook, watch as you

transform yourself from novice to photography master in almost no time at all! It's easy and it's fun,

all you have to do is get started!
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Day Digital Photography Mastery - Learn To Take Excellent Photos And Become A Master

Photographer In 7 Days Or Less (Fast Guide To Learn Photography, ... Master Photographer,

Photography)Starts out with why the book was written and what to expect from digital photography

these days.Talks technically about how the cameras works, depth of field, lighting and how to

capture the right moment to take the photo. Other tips are mentioned and there are other excepts



from the author of their other works.

Started out great, but was very short. Gives you the basic information for taking good digital

photographs. In the age of digital photos anything is possible and in my opinion the element of

surprise is always important when snapping a picture.

Oh my. Sadly, I almost don't know where to begin on this overblown title & book. As a corporate &

general assignment pro photographer of 40+ years, I always like to look at ANY type of photography

book (& give it at least a once-over) to see if there's a new approach or way of teaching an aspect of

photography that might be effective (I do teach seminars & college classes sometimes, etc.). This

book has over-generalized paragraphs (+ no photographs or illustrations) on how things work. Even

the basics get short shrift. Mastery? Wow. Don't count on it. Not worth even the free download.

Great example of how accessible e-publishing might make anyone feel they can become an author

and self-proclaim their expertise because it's "so easy". If this was a book on surgery, an analogy

would be to get a sharp knife, start cutting, & avoid all major veins! After that, it's easy! You, too, can

be a master surgeon and doctor in 7 days! Good grief.

I downloaded this book for free, and it wasn't worth the price. There are no real photography tips,

just some short explanations or definitions. For example: the How Digital Cameras Work chapter is

4 paragraphs, Depth of Field is 3 paragraphs, Composing Your Photographs is 4 paragraphs. None

of the chapters are more than 4 paragraphs. The Importance of Lighting chapter includes this

helpful information: "There a few different types of lighting used to create strong photographs. Back

lighting is one of the most commonly heard of." It's the only lighting method mentioned in that

2-paragraph chapter.There is nothing at all in this book that will help you master digital photography.

In fact, it won't help you take photos at all.

This book has been prettygood , I have learned some great things .

I like it!

This is seven day digital photography mastery? What good is it to tell me a dozen pages of things I

already know? I guess you get what you pay for. A free book that is worth less than its price.



Yes, this book was free when I downloaded it.... and I spent far too much time with it! An

Introduction on page 3 and a Conclusion on page 13 suggests there are ten pages of content that

certainly didn't impress me.
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